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M/V ALMAWASHI OVERHAUL REPORT



INTRODUCTION



Engines need regular interval overhaul. All units of main engine and

auxiliary engines needed to be overhauled while the vessel in

Tuzla/Anchorage Area, Tuzla/Gemsan Dry Dock &amp; Tuzla/Türkter

Shipyard. Regarding to schedule, the added value of Teknomarin’s

expert diesel repair capabilities were put to the test.

This report including engines below;



SULZER RND 90 MAIN ENGINE OVERHAUL



HITACHI B&amp;W 6323HH NO:1/2/3 AUX. ENGINE OVERHAUL



MAN B&amp;W 6L23/30 NO:5 AUX. ENGINE OVERHAUL

And all engine room aux. machineries jobs to be done.



M/V ALMAWASHI OVERHAUL REPORT



YANMAR T260L-ST NO:4 AUX. ENGINE OVERHAUL
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M/V ALMAWASHI OVERHAUL REPORT

PROCESS



For Main Engine | SULZER RND 90

All connections of cylinder heads dismounted. All cylinder heads dismounted &amp;

inspected on stu. One of the cylinder heads transferred to the workshop cause

of its condition. Reconditioned and transferred to the vessel thus mounted &amp;

assemblied. Governor dismounted &amp; transferred to the workshop. Inspected &amp;

maintenanced in later transferred to the vessel and mounted. Turbochargers

dismounted &amp; transferred to the workshop. Overhauled &amp; transferred to the

vessel and mounted on stu. Air Cooler dismounted &amp; transferred to the

workshop. After the cleaning and overhaul transferred to the vessel &amp; mounted

on stu. All piston bolts dismounted. All pistons disassemblied. All con.rod

bearings and main bearings has opened &amp; inspected. Some of big end bearing

spotted as damaged toughly. Damaged big end bearings dismounted &amp;

transferred to the workshop. After recondition its transferred to the vessel and

mounted immediately. Also security lock for big end bearing studs

manifactured and supplied to the vessel. Main Engine Aux. Blower dismounted

&amp; transferred to the workshop later by overhauled and transferred to vessel &amp;

mounted on stu. All main engine exhaust expansions inspected. Two of them

spotted as damaged toughly from welding lines. These expansions dismounted

&amp; transferred to the workshop. Meanwhile spare expansions mounted on stu.

Later by reconditioned expansions transferred to the vessel and kept as spare.

M/E exhaust manifold isolation completely renewed. Fresh Water Daeration

Tank of M/E dismounted &amp; fabricated as sample. Transferred to the vessel and

mounted on stu. All gaskets &amp; bolts with nuts renewed. Tierod Jacks

transferred to the workshop, reconditioned and transferred to the vessel once

again. With 600 kg/m3 these jacks tested on M/E itself.

Main Engine is ready for the test | runned | operative.
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Engine Room had some additional works to be done. Alternator rewinding,

turbochargers overhauls, governors overhauls, daeration tank fabricating,

cooling sea water pump, fuel oil burning pump, hydrophore pump and some

other kinds of pumps overhauls, exhaust isolation jobs, inspection &amp;

recondition jobs and many others things to be done means that there is an

“engine room complete overhaul” we can call it. This report includes all jobs to

be done in M/V Almawashi.
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For Generator Engine No:1 | HITACHI B&amp;W 6323HH

All connections of cylinder heads dismounted. All cylinder heads dismounted &amp;

transferred to the workshop. Governor dismounted &amp; transferred to the

workshop. Turbocharger dismounted &amp; transferred to the workshop. Lub. Oil

Cooler dismounted &amp; transferred to the workshop. All piston bolts dismounted.

All pistons disassemblied &amp; transferred to the workshop. All liners

disassemblied &amp; transferred to the workshop. Block completely lifted &amp; shifted

in engine room. Alternator also slightly shifted in engine room by vessel crew.

Crankshaft has dismounted &amp; transferred to the workshop &amp; inspected. Also

measured.After inspection and measurements, cracks and under/oversized

bearings noticed &amp; marked. Bedplate boring &amp; main bearing fabricating

immediately started and finished. Grinding, boring, welding and fabricating jobs

has done and all measurements taken once again and engine started to

assembly.After the flywheel studs fabrication, crankshaft mounted and

assemblied with flywheel. Alternator slightly shifted once again to be

connected with crankshaft. In the meantime, deflection of crankshaft has been

taken and lined with alternator’s rotor. Engine block &amp; jackets inspected for

cracks. Found none. Thus engine block immediately mounted &amp; lined with the

bedplate. Meanwhile liners were already honned and delivered to the vessel

and shifted to engine room. Honned liners mounted on block with new o-rings

&amp; gaskets that exist supplied from ship store by vessel crew. Missing o-rings &amp;

gaskets fabricated by TEKNOMARIN technicians as samples. All connectin rod

bearings fabricated according to last measures taken by TEKNOMARIN

technicians. Meanwhile connectin rod boring also finished &amp; also rods

delivered to the vessel, following all connectin rods with piston crowns

mounted on stu. All cylinder heads valves,guides inspected &amp; reconditioned.

Also hydrostatic pressure test made to all cylinder heads including spares.

According to the firing order as maker reference, fitted &amp; valve adjustment

finished after rocker arms mounting. Air cooler &amp; oil cooler dismounted &amp;

transferred to the workshop for cleaning, some of the special studs of coolers

fabricated cause of their condition was bad. After the cleaning and check,

coolers mounted on stu. After the maintenanced governor, transferred to the

vessel &amp; mounted on stu. Turbocharger overhauled, bearing sets, seal sets, oil

gasket sets, baffle plate set already changed, turbocharger blasted. According

to this maintenance turbocharger transferred to the vessel &amp; mounted on stu.

Generator Engine No:1 is ready for the test | runned | operative.
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For Generator Engine No:2 | HITACHI B&amp;W 6323HH

All connections of cylinder heads dismounted. All cylinder heads dismounted &amp;

transferred to the workshop. Governor dismounted &amp; transferred to the

workshop. Turbocharger dismounted &amp; transferred to the workshop. Lub. Oil

Cooler dismounted &amp; transferred to the workshop. All piston bolts dismounted.

All pistons disassemblied &amp; transferred to the workshop. All liners

disassemblied &amp; transferred to the workshop. Block completely lifted &amp; shifted

in engine room. Alternator also slightly shifted in engine room by vessel crew.

Crankshaft has dismounted &amp; transferred to the workshop &amp; inspected. Also

measured.After inspection and measurements, cracks and under/oversized

bearings noticed &amp; marked. Bedplate boring &amp; main bearing fabricating

immediately started and finished. Grinding, boring, welding and fabricating jobs

has done and all measurements taken once again and engine started to

assembly.After the flywheel studs fabrication, crankshaft mounted and

assemblied with flywheel. Alternator slightly shifted once again to be

connected with crankshaft. In the meantime, deflection of crankshaft has been

taken and lined with alternator’s rotor. Engine block &amp; jackets inspected for

cracks. Found none. Thus engine block immediately mounted &amp; lined with the

bedplate. Meanwhile liners were already honned and delivered to the vessel

and shifted to engine room. Honned liners mounted on block with new o-rings

&amp; gaskets that exists in vessel supplied from ship store by vessel crew. Missing

o-rings &amp; gaskets fabricated by TEKNOMARIN technicians as samples. All

connectin rod bearings fabricated according to last measures taken by

TEKNOMARIN technicians. Meanwhile connectin rod boring also finished &amp; also

rods delivered to the vessel, following all connectin rods with piston crowns

mounted on stu. All cylinder heads valves, guides inspected &amp; reconditioned.

Also hydrostatic pressure test made to all cylinder heads including spares.

According to the firing order as maker reference, fitted &amp; valve adjustment

finished after rocker arms mounting. Air cooler &amp; oil cooler dismounted &amp;

transferred to the workshop for cleaning, some of the special studs of coolers

fabricated cause of their condition was bad. After the cleaning and check,

coolers mounted on stu. After the maintenanced governor, transferred to the

vessel &amp; mounted on stu. Turbocharger overhauled, bearing sets, seal sets, oil

gasket sets, baffle plate set already changed, turbocharger blasted. According

to this maintenance turbocharger transferred to the vessel &amp; mounted on stu.

Generator Engine No:2 is ready for the test | runned | operative.
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For Generator Engine No:3 | HITACHI B&amp;W 6323HH

All connections of cylinder heads dismounted. All cylinder heads dismounted &amp;

transferred to the workshop. Governor dismounted &amp; transferred to the

workshop. All pistons disassemblied &amp; transferred to the workshop. All liners

disassemblied &amp; transferred to the workshop. Block completely lifted &amp; shifted

in engine room. Alternator also slightly shifted in engine room by vessel crew.

Crankshaft has dismounted &amp; transferred to the workshop &amp; inspected. Also

measured. After inspection and measurements, cracks and under/oversized

bearings noticed &amp; marked. Also one of the main bearing housing upper cap

noticed that its broken. Later by measures taken by TEKNOMARIN technicians

and rewelded &amp; repaired according to maker’s reference.Bedplate boring &amp;

main bearing fabricating immediately started and finished. Grinding, boring,

welding and fabricating jobs has done and all measurements taken once again

and engine started to assembly. After the flywheel studs fabrication, crankshaft

mounted and assemblied with flywheel. Alternator slightly shifted once again

to be connected with crankshaft. In the meantime, deflection of crankshaft has

been taken and lined with alternator’s rotor. Engine block &amp; jackets inspected

for cracks. Found none. Thus engine block immediately mounted &amp; lined with

the bedplate. Meanwhile liners were already honned and delivered to the

vessel and shifted to engine room. Honned liners mounted on block with new

o-rings &amp; gaskets that exists in vessel supplied from ship store by vessel crew.

Missing o-rings &amp; gaskets fabricated by TEKNOMARIN technicians as samples.

All connectin rod bearings fabricated according to last measures taken by

TEKNOMARIN technicians. Meanwhile connectin rod boring also finished &amp; also

rods delivered to the vessel, following all connectin rods with piston crowns

mounted on stu. Meanwhile camshaft inspected and noticed that have to

change by new one. After dismounting camshaft, new camshaft mounted and

adjusted by gears.All cylinder heads valves,guides inspected &amp; reconditioned.

Also hydrostatic pressure test made to all cylinder heads including spares.

According to the firing order as maker reference, fitted &amp; valve adjustment

finished after rocker arms mounting. Air cooler &amp; oil cooler dismounted &amp;

transferred to the workshop for cleaning, some of the special studs of coolers

fabricated cause of their condition was bad. After the cleaning and check,

coolers mounted on stu. After the maintenanced governor, transferred to the

vessel &amp; mounted on stu. Turbocharger overhauled, bearing sets, seal sets, oil

gasket sets, baffle plate set already changed, turbocharger blasted. According

to this maintenance turbocharger transferred to the vessel &amp; mounted on stu.

Generator Engine No:3 is ready for the test | runned | operative.
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For Generator Engine No:4 | YANMAR T260L-ST

All connections of cylinder heads dismounted. All cylinder heads dismounted &amp;

transferred to the workshop. Governor dismounted &amp; transferred to the

workshop. All pistons disassemblied &amp; transferred to the workshop. All liners

disassemblied &amp; transferred to the workshop. Alternator also slightly shifted in

engine room by vessel crew. Alternator immediately disassemblied &amp; rewinded

and mounted once again. Crankshaft deflection has taken before &amp; after

mounting of rods. All measurements taken once again and engine started to

assembly. In the meantime, deflection of crankshaft has been taken and lined

with alternator’s rotor. Engine block &amp; jackets inspected for cracks. Found

none. Meanwhile liners were already honned and delivered to the vessel and

shifted to engine room. Honned liners mounted on block with new o-rings &amp;

gaskets that exists in vessel supplied from ship store by vessel crew. Missing orings &amp; gaskets fabricated by TEKNOMARIN technicians as samples. All cylinder

heads valves,guides inspected &amp; reconditioned. Also hydrostatic pressure test

made to all cylinder heads including spares. According to the firing order as

maker reference, fitted &amp; valve adjustment finished after rocker arms

mounting. Oil cooler dismounted &amp; transferred to the workshop for cleaning,

some of the special studs of coolers fabricated cause of their condition was

bad. After the cleaning and check, cooler mounted on stu. After the

maintenanced governor, transferred to the vessel &amp; mounted on stu.

Turbocharger overhauled, bearing sets, seal sets, oil gasket sets, baffle plate set

already changed, turbocharger blasted. According to this maintenance

turbocharger transferred to the vessel &amp; mounted on stu.



For Generator Engine No:5 | MAN B&amp;W 6L23/30

Governor dismounted &amp; transferred to the workshop. After overhauling

governor, transferred to the vessel &amp; mounted on stu. Turbocharger

overhauled, bearing sets, seal sets, oil gasket sets, baffle plate set already

changed, turbocharger blasted. According to this maintenance turbocharger

transferred to the vessel &amp; mounted on stu. Sea water pumps &amp; elc. motors of

No:5 renewed &amp; also pipes has modified according to new pump &amp; elc. motor.

Generator Engine No:5 is ready for the test | runned | operative.
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Generator Engine No:4 is ready for the test | runned | operative.
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MAIN ENGINE

MAIN ENGINE CYLINDER HEAD OVERHAUL;



M/V ALMAWASHI OVERHAUL REPORT



All cylinder heads dismounted and inspected on stu. Two of them transferred

to the TEKNOMARIN’s workshop cause of the condition themselves. All safety

valves, starting valves and Indicator valves overhauled and tested. Indicator

cocks overhauled and tested. Cylinder covers water side cleaned by chemically

and hydrostatic pressure tested. Cylinder heads mounted on stu.
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MAIN ENGINE PISTONS OVERHAUL &amp; BEARINGS INSPECTION;



M/V ALMAWASHI OVERHAUL REPORT



All piston bolts dismounted. All pistons disassemblied. All con.rod bearings and

main bearings has opened &amp; inspected. Some of big end bearing spotted as

damaged toughly. Damaged big end bearings dismounted &amp; transferred to the

workshop. Bearing cap housing ovality controlled. Piston ring groove clearence

controlled. Connectin Rods bush bearings controlled. After recondition its

transferred to the vessel and mounted immediately. Meanwhile security lock

for big end bearing studs manifactured and supplied to the vessel. Mounted

on stu.
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